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The findings in this paper suggest that the private equity
premium varies over time, driven by changes in long-term
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Securities and Exchange Commission or any state

effects of these fluctuations could potentially be managed

securities regulator, and instead relies on exemp-

by systematically changing the private equity portfolio

tions from registration available under the federal

structure, in a macro-consistent fashion, via tailored pub-

and state securities laws. Therefore, you will not be

licly traded overlay strategies conditioned on our macro

afforded the protections of the provisions of those

uncertainty index, and/or replicating private deals.

laws and related regulations.
Additional disclosures are found on the last page.

Who Should Read This Paper?
The issues in this paper are important for managing the
long-term risk of public and private equity assets and
should be of interest to the risk and investment strategists, and asset allocators.
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Introduction
Our earlier paper showed that the private equity premi-

sive factor-based overlay strategies and/or private deals

um is growth-sensitive and reflects both financial lever-

mimicking these public overlays.

age and exposure to long-term trend growth and uncertainty. Moreover, this premium changes over time,

To illustrate the benefits of macro-sensitive strate-

driven by changes in macro uncertainty. In the current

gies for private equity investors, we first recall the

lower trend growth and uncertainty environment, the

example private equity buyout fund described in our

premium has shrunk to nearly half its historical av-

previous paper and simulate its long-term expected

erage. The question for investors with private equity in-

real return under alternative scenarios about long-

vestments is whether they can mitigate and benefit

term economic trend growth and uncertainty. We then

from these changes, and how. Our findings suggest

evaluate the potential benefit from using growth-

that there are potential long run gains from system-

sensitive and growth-defensive factor-based overlay

atically aligning private equity portfolios with macro

strategies that are publicly traded. Last, we back-test

uncertainty. Those gains can be achieved by using low-

the strategies and show how the performance can be

cost publicly traded growth-sensitive and growth-defen-

attributed to realized changes in macro uncertainty.

An Illustrative Private
Equity Fund
Exhibits 1A and 1B describe the main characteristics
of the illustrative private equity buyout fund of our
previous paper. The fund has a debt/equity ratio of
70%, and is biased towards our growth-sensitive size
factor, and growth-sensitive sectors.1
Our macro-based asset pricing and risk models use
information about private equity size, sectors and
leverage to evaluate a fund’s exposure to our growth-
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Our models classify public equity style factors and sectors into
growth-sensitive and growth-defensive categories. Growth-sensitive (growth-defensive) assets exhibit cash-flows that are more (less)
sensitive to trend growth shocks compared to the equity market
portfolio. Growth-sensitive style factors include Value (portfolio
tilted towards high book-to-market stocks) and Size (portfolio
tilted towards small cap stocks). The growth-sensitive sectors
are Consumer Discretionary, Industrials, Materials, Information
Technology, and Finance. Growth-defensive style factors include
Profitability (portfolio tilted towards stocks with robust and
stable profits). The growth-defensive sectors are Consumer Staples, Utilities, and Healthcare.
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sensitive and growth-defensive factors. We use these

in long-term real economic growth – and simulate

characteristics to assess the fund’s exposure to macro

long-term private equity returns under alternative sce-

risk – which we define as the risk of continued decline

narios of long-term trend growth and uncertainty.

Exhibit 1 A - Private Equity Has a Growth-Sensitive Bias
Illustrative Private
Equity Fund

Public Equity
Market

Average Firm Size (USD Million)

700

38,297

Growth-Sensitive Sector Exposure

80%

75%

Growth-Defensive Sector Exposure

19%

24%

Debt/Equity Ratio

70%

10%

The portfolio is illustrative of aggregate allocations to private equity buyout funds and does not
reflect the characteristics of any specific private equity fund.
SOURCE: NAVEGA STRATEGIES LLC RESEARCH, LANDMARK PARTNERS

Exhibit 1 B - Private Equity Fund Sector Decomposition
Consumer Discretionary

10%

Consumer Staples

17%

16%

3%

Industrials
Energy
Materials

0%
1%

19%
20%

11%

Information Technology
Telecommunications Services
Utilities
Healthcare
Finance

3%
The portfolio is illustrative of aggregate allocations to private equity buyout funds and does not
reflect the characteristics of any specific private equity fund.
SOURCE: NAVEGA STRATEGIES LLC RESEARCH, LANDMARK PARTNERS
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Macro Scenarios Have Varied
Effects on Private Equity
Exhibit 2 describes three scenarios that differ in their

according to our models, lower uncertainty around a

assumptions about US long-term trend growth and

persistently lower trend growth (Alternative Scenario 1)

uncertainty (measured by our macro uncertainty in-

lowers expected, long-term public equity market re-

dex). Our baseline scenario is one of relatively low

turns, and depresses the private equity premium over

uncertainty around low long-term growth compared to

public equity even further, relative to our baseline sce-

the historical average. The other two scenarios as-

nario. Our illustrative private equity fund is more

sume a persistent decline in trend growth, from 1.6%

sensitive than the public market, due to its exposure to

to 1.1%. However, the first alternative scenario as-

growth-sensitive factors and sectors, and higher lever-

sumes lower uncertainty relative to the baseline, at

age. Compared to our baseline scenario, real yields

levels similar to what was experienced in the early

decline only moderately, as the negative impact of low-

1960s. By contrast, the second alternative scenario

er trend growth is balanced by the positive impact of

assumes significantly higher uncertainty, comparable

lower uncertainty. By contrast, higher uncertainty (Alter-

to the 2008 global financial crisis experience.

native Scenario 2) lifts the expected public equity
market return and the private equity premium, but

What do the different scenarios mean for real yields

depresses real yields, reflecting markets’ demand for

and long-term returns? As shown in Exhibit 2, and

insurance against macro risk.

Exhibit 2 - Private Equity Long-Term Returns Vary with Macro Environment
Baseline Scenario

Scenario 1: Lower Growth Scenario 2: Lower Growth
with Lower Uncertainty
with Higher Uncertainty

US Long-Term Growth and Uncertainty
Long-Term Real GDP Growth (Annualized, %)

1.6%

1.1%

Uncertainty Premium Index

131

69

1.1%
330

US Long-Term Real Returns and Yield
(Annualized, %)

Public Equity Market

5.1%

3.1%

6.1%

10-Year Constant Maturity TIPS Yield

1.2%

1.0%

0.0%

Private Equity Fund

7.1%

3.2%

9.6%

SOURCE: NAVEGA STRATEGIES LLC RESEARCH
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As fluctuations in the private equity premium can be

Our research and models suggest investors and man-

sizeable depending on macro conditions, the next

agers can manage the structure of the private equity

question for investors is whether it is possible to

fund portfolio, using low-cost public equity overlay

mitigate and benefit from these changes, and how.

strategies and/or replicating private deals.

Macro-Sensitive Overlay Strategies
Can Improve Long-Run Efﬁciency
We build public equity macro-sensitive overlays by
optimizing factor exposures under each macro scenario, keeping the private fund’s portfolio structure
and level of leverage unchanged. Exhibit 3 shows the
impact of these overlays on the illustrative private
equity fund’s long-term expected return and risk. 2

2

To build efficient, macro scenario and model driven overlays, we
need to set the investor’s sensitivity to macro risk. To do this, we
first derive market implied expected returns for all factors, that is,
returns that are implied by the cap-weighted equity market
portfolio. The risk sensitivity is set so that the portfolio of optimized factor exposures under the market implied returns has
the same long-term risk as the illustrative fund (about 30%).

Exhibit 3 - Public equity overlay strategies improve private-equity efﬁciency

Fund with Macro-Sensitive Overlay
Current Fund

Baseline
Scenario

Scenario 1:
Lower Growth with
Lower Uncertainty

Scenario 2:
Lower Growth with
Higher Uncertainty

Market

1.5
1.0

1.5

1.5

1.5

Growth-Sensitive (Net of Market)

0.9
0.0

0.3

0.2

0.5

Growth-Defensive (Net of Market)

-0.1
0.0

-0.2

-0.2

-0.4

7.0%

7.0%

3.2%

10.4%

Long-Term Risk

30.0%

28.8%

28.0%

31.5%

Long-Term Sharpe Ratio

19.2%

20.7%

11.6%

32.9%

0.0%

5.2%

55.0%

2.8%

Portfolio Exposures

Long-Term Real Return

Long-Term Sharpe Ratio Gain/Loss
(Relative to No Hedging)
SOURCE: NAVEGA STRATEGIES LLC RESEARCH
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Remarkably, according to our models, the current

testing the overlay strategies conditioned on realized,

fund’s factor exposures are misaligned, even under

quarterly changes in our macro uncertainty index

the baseline scenario of continued low trend growth

from 1966 to 2018. More precisely, at the beginning of

and uncertainty. In particular, they over-allocate to

each quarter, we update views of long-term growth

growth-sensitive assets. Overlay strategies that re-

and uncertainty, with information about total factor

duce the net growth-sensitive exposure help reduce

productivity, labor force growth, and real GDP growth

the fund’s risk and improve efficiency. In the two

from previous quarters. We then build two portfolios:

alternative scenarios, the optimized factor exposures

a publicly traded strategic portfolio with constant ex-

of overlays are driven by changes in macro uncer-

posures to the growth-sensitive and growth-defensive

tainty. A projected lower uncertainty further decreas-

factors, consistent with the historical average level of

es the overall, net growth-sensitive exposure, while a

macro uncertainty. And a portfolio that adds a publicly

projected increase raises the net growth-sensitive

traded, macro-sensitive overlay strategy. The dynamic

exposure. There are sizeable gains in efficiency from

overlay rebalances factor exposures, each quarter,

the macro-sensitive overlays, up to 55% in times of re-

conditioned on updated views about trend growth and

ceding uncertainty around a low trend growth.

uncertainty.

These results and insights open another key question

Exhibit 4 shows that, in the long run, there were

for long-term investors: how to assess and under-

significant, realized gains from aligning growth-sensi-

stand the sources of performance of forward-looking,

tive and growth-defensive factor allocations with

macro-based strategies? We address this issue by back-

changes in macro uncertainty. We contrast the active

Exhibit 4 - Macro-sensitive factor allocations mitigate losses in times of increased uncertainty
Realized Active Return (Annualized, %)
4.0%
3.0%

2.2%

2.0%
1.0%

1.9%

1.0%
0.4%

0.0%
-1.0%
-2.0%

-2.2%

-3.0%

-3.3%

-4.0%

Historical Average
(1966-2018)
Strategic Portfolio

Increasing Macro
Uncertainty

Receding Macro
Uncertainty

Strategic Portfolio with Macro-Sensitive Overlay

SOURCE: NAVEGA STRATEGIES LLC RESEARCH, ALL DATA FROM 1966 TO 2018
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performance (relative to the public equity market) of

dynamic strategy are significantly lower in times of in-

the strategic allocation and the dynamic strategy with

creasing uncertainty, typically concurring with greater

macro-sensitive overlays in times of increasing and

market stress. Said differently, the dynamic strategy

decreasing uncertainty. Over the 50-year back-test peri-

outperforms the static allocation over long horizons

od, as predicted by our models, the strategic portfolio,

primarily because it is contrarian, providing a better

tilted towards growth-sensitive factors and sectors, out-

hedge against macro uncertainty as it swings to high-

performed the market, by about 40bps on average per

er levels. Gains are traced to the combination of rela-

year. The dynamic strategy significantly outperformed

tively lower growth-sensitive exposure during periods

both the market and strategic portfolio, on average by

of market stress, and relatively higher exposure when

about 100bps and 60bps per year (respectively).

uncertainty premia and expected long-term return peak.

Exhibit 4 also provides a deeper understanding of the

Thus, aligning allocations with changes in uncertainty

source of this systematic outperformance. Consistent

improves realized returns in the long run by diversi-

with our model predictions, both growth-sensitive

fying macro uncertainty. Exhibit 5 further confirms this

strategies lose relative to market when uncertainty

point. On average over the 50-year back-test period and

rises, and gain when uncertainty declines. Thus, the

relative to the market, the dynamic strategy outper-

growth-sensitive premium was reaped in times of

formed the strategic portfolio with significantly lower

receding uncertainty. However, realized losses for the

active risk.

Exhibit 5 - Aligning strategies with uncertainty enhances long run, risk-adjusted returns

Equity Market

Strategic Portfolio

Strategic Portfolio With
Macro Sensitive Overlay

5.2%

5.6%

6.2%

Historical Volatility

16.9%

18.8%

18.6%

Sharpe Ratio

30.7%

29.8%

33.7%

Active** Return

0.4%

1.0%

Active** Historical Volatility

3.9%

1.9%

Information Ratio

9.7%

52.6%

Excess Return*

* Relative to 10-Year Constant Maturity Treasury Yield
** Relative to Equity Market
SOURCE: NAVEGA STRATEGIES LLC RESEARCH, ALL DATA FROM 1966 TO 2018
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Conclusions
Our findings suggest that fluctuations in the private

private deals. These findings are further supported by

equity premium are driven by changes in long-term

historical back-testing over the last 50 years.

real economic growth and uncertainty. Moreover, our
results suggest that the effects of these fluctuations

While changes in private equity portfolio structures

could potentially be managed by systematically chang-

can help manage macro risk, changes in financing

ing the private equity portfolio structure, in a macro-

structures and fee structures can also matter. In a

consistent fashion. Changes can be implemented via

companion note, we further explore how leverage,

tailored, publicly traded growth-sensitive and growth-

management and performance fees can be aligned

defensive factor-based overlay strategies, conditioned

with changes in macro uncertainty to improve net re-

on our macro uncertainty index, and/or replicating

turns delivered to private equity investors.

Navega Strategies LLC.
www.navegastrategies.com
NewYork, USA
info@navegastrategies.com
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Disclaimer
This document is for informational purposes only. [This document is

The material presented herein has been prepared by Navega based

confidential, is intended exclusively for the person to whom it has

on Navega’s own financial research, available estimates, and judg-

been delivered, and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any

ment. This information discusses general market activity, industry

other person without the prior written consent of Navega Strategies

or sector trends, or other broad-based economic, market or political

LLC (“Navega”).] Navega does not intend to provide investment

conditions. It is provided for illustrative purposes only, and should

advice through this document. This document is in no way an offer

not be construed as investment advice or an offer to buy or sell any

to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. Investing in

security. All modeling, calculations, forecasts, projections, evalua-

securities involves risk of loss, including a loss of principal, that

tions, analyses, simulations, or other forward-looking information

clients should be prepared to bear. Past performance is not indica-

contained herein is based on various assumptions concerning fu-

tive of future results, which may vary materially. While this summary

ture events and circumstances, including Navega’s internal esti-

highlights important data, it does not purport to capture all dimen-

mates, all of which are uncertain and subject to change without

sions of risk. The methodology used to aggregate and analyze data

notice. Actual results and events may differ materially from the

may be adjusted periodically. The results of previous analyses may

projections or estimated presented. In addition, as noted, much of

differ as a result of those adjustments. Navega has made assump-

our research is based on information regarding an illustrative private

tions that it deems reasonable and used the best information avail-

equity (buyout) fund. The selection of such illustrative fund was

able in producing any calculations herein. Forward-looking state-

based on aggregate allocations to private equity buyout funds and

ments reflect our judgment as of the date of this document and are

does not reflect the characteristics of any specific private equity

based upon assumptions which may differ materially from actual

fund. Such analysis involves assumptions which may not prove to be

events.

true in all circumstances. Similarly, while we believe the illustrative
fund selected is a reasonable data point for our research, there is no

All information provided herein is as of the date set forth on [the

guarantee that the illustrative fund is representative of any specific

cover page] (unless otherwise specified) and is subject to modifica-

private equity fund.

tion, change or supplement in the sole discretion of Navega without
notice to you. This information is neither complete nor exact and is

This information speaks only as of the date referenced with respect

provided solely as reference material with respect to the services

to such data and may have changed since such date, which changes

offered by Navega. Information throughout this document, whether

may be material. Navega has no obligation to provide any updates or

stock quotes, charts, articles, or any other statement or statements

changes. Navega does not purport that the materials or data includ-

regarding market or other financial information, is obtained from

ed therein are comprehensive, and, while they are believed to be

sources which we [and our suppliers] believe reliable, but we do not

accurate, this information is not guaranteed to be free from error,

warrant or guarantee the timeliness or accuracy of this information.

omission or misstatement.
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